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Introduction
Being in a charitable mood and having a sexual craving at the same time can often be confusing. Now
with Send Ashley To College you can satisfy both urges at once. Spend your time online with Ashley...
you get off and your monthly subscription becomes her tuition. It's the first time your dick can ever
claim it is responsible for getting a girl her diploma. And honestly, your dick wants to be able to say that
to everyone it meets... doesn't it!

Adult Review
Take a look at her picture, or take the Free Preview of Send Ashley To College by clicking the photo and get a good look at
the little blonde coed who owns the site. She is the main performer, the editor, the webmistress and everything else for her
own exclusive porn site. If you like her you won't find her anywhere else, so deciding if Ashley is worth your attention really
is as easy as inspecting her and answering the question "Would you like to shove your dick in Ashley?"
  
  Her site is kind of small (and so are her holes). Seriously, this is a tight teen student and when she masturbates with her
favorite fuck-toys you can tell her pussy is as tight and wet as any slut you'll be able to find on the net. However, with less
than 50 movies made so far her site will likely keep your busy for one or two months at most.
  
  The site also has plenty of pics of Ashley and includes some girl/girl lesbian sex scenes as well, so if you are feeling
generous you should sign-up and Send Ashley To College by letting her make a few bucks while she works her magic on
you. She doesn't do guys on her site because she is waiting for 'the right man' so hardcore fans may want to look elsewhere,
but if you want a sweet girl to spend some time with then Ashley may be the perfect one for you.
  
  That's because on her site Ashley includes real Diary entires daily and a weekly movie update along with all kinds of other
bonus stuff as well. She is trying to get a college degree in computer science and those can get pretty expensive, so in
exchange for letting you watch her masturbate, eat pussy and pound herself out with sex toys... all she asks is that you help
Send Ashley To College to reach those lofty goals of hers.
  
  This is an exclusive solo girl site, so you won't get network access to other sites and the site doesn't have a trial membership
offer either, but there is plenty inside the memebers area to get you off for at least one full month, so if you want to fuck
Ashley sign up and take her for a ride.

Porn Summary
Like with most solo girl sites it all comes down to whether you think Ashley is hot or not. If seeing her sexy blonde body gets
you going, let your dick send Ashley to orgasmic heaven while your wallet helps Send Ashley To College!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A great new Solo site with a hot starlet. Just needs more time to grow its archives.'
Quality: 85  Updates: 75 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 88
Support: 87 Unique: 90    Taste: 78        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Blondes, Coeds, Exclusive, Hardcore, Solo, Straight, Teen
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